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COVID-19 HEALTH TIPS 

 

 
 

 Wash your hands frequently. 

 Maintain social distancing. 

 Avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth. 

 Practice respiratory hygiene. 

 If you have fever, cough and difficulty 

breathing, seek medical care early. 

 Stay informed and follow advice given by 

your healthcare provider. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

Inspirational quote,  

“Time is too slow for 

those who wait.” 

Joe Houston 
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AVERAGE EXCHANGE RATES 16/10/2020 Boz 
 

CURRENCY BUYING SELLING 

USD 20.1550 20.2050 

GBP 26.0262 26.1008 

EUR 23.5693 23.6297 

ZAR 1.2082 1.2116 

DATE 08/10/2020                          TENDER NO. 21/2020 
 
TREASURY BILLS 
 

 
 TENURE YIELD WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

DISCOUNT 

Tbs 91 Days    (ZM3000007994) 14.000 15.5279 

Tbs 182 Days  (ZM3000008000) 16.5001 15.2458 

Tbs 273  Days  ZM3000008018)  19.6501 17.1321 

Tbs 364 Days  (ZM3000008026) 24.5000 19.6893 

GOVERNMENT BONDS 
 
DATE: 18/09/2020 
 
TENDER NO: 09/2020/BA 
 

TENURE YIELD COUPON 

2 years (ZM1000004516) 31.9500 9.0000 

3 years (ZM1000004482) 32.7000 10.0000 

5 years (ZM1000004433) 33.0000 11.0000 

7 years (ZM1000004524) 25.0000 12.0000 

10 years (ZM1000004458) 33.0000 13.0000 

15 years (ZM1000004532) 33.0000 14.0000 
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AGRICULTURE COMMODITY PRICES 

 GTAZ reference prices per metric tonne 
 

SN COMMODITY PURCHASING (USD) SELLING (USD) 

1 Soya Beans 316 337 

2 Wheat  420 430 

3 Maize  140 164 

4 Shelled G/Nuts 874 984 

5 Sunflower 265 300 

6 Cowpeas 190 200 

 
 Source: GTAZ Secretariat 
 
 
 

 US DOLLAR                       ZMW  20.0660  EURO                       ZMW  23.4960 

 SOUTH AFRICAN RAND   ZMW 1.2000  BRITISH POUND     ZMW  25.7940 

ZAMBIA REVENUE AUTHORITY EXCHANGE RATES OCTOBER 1ST TO 31ST  2020 
 
 

 
 
 

Source: ZRA Website 
 
 
 
 
ZAMBIA ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
 
 
     CURRENT  PREVIOUS 
ANNUAL GDP  (%)   2.40                 2.20    Boz  
  
GROSS RESERVES (US$ BILLION)  1.40   1.45 
 
BOZ POLICY RATE (%)   8   9.25 
 
 
BASIC NEEDS NUTRITION BASKET                    7,158.67 (April 2020)            7,014.90 (March 2020) 
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INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY MARKETS :Source: London Metal Exchange 16.10.2020 
   

COMMODITY   CURRENT   PREVIOUS 

Oil (BRENT) ($/barrel) 40.96 41.19 

Copper ($/ton) 6,683.50 6,611.50 

Cobalt ($/ton) 33,000 33,500 

Nickel ($/ton) 15,353 14,687 

Aluminium ($/ton) 1,824 1,786 

Lead ($/ton) 1,754.5 1,779 

Zinc ($/ton) 2,397 2,356 

Steel ($/ton) 454.50 

 

446.50 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

  
INFLATION:  

The annual inflation rate in Zambia rose to 15.7 percent in September of 2020 from 15.5 

percent in August, pushed up by prices of non-food products (17.7 percent vs 15.4 percent in 

August), namely transport (40.1 percent vs 33.9 percent) and housing & utilities (23.5 percent 

vs 18.8 percent). Meanwhile, food inflation slowed (14 percent vs 15.5 percent). On a 

monthly basis, consumer prices inched up 1.4 percent, after increasing 0.5 percent in the prior 

month. Inflation has been persistently above the central bank's target band of 6-8% for more 

than two years and may accelerate due to the continued depreciation of the kwacha. 

Source: Zambia Statistics Agency 

 

 

 

 
  

http://www.zamstats.gov.zm/
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LUSE: 

 

There were no trades recorded today. The LuSE All Share Index (LASI) maintained its close 

at 3,811.81 points, as there were no share price movements.  The market closed on a 

capitalization of K55,412,419,062 including Shoprite Holdings and K21,173,213,082 

excluding Shoprite Holdings. 

Source: LuSE website 

 

CRUDE OIL PRICE 

 

Thursday, October 15, 2020: NYMEX West Texas Intermediate Crude Oil Price for 

November delivery closed down $0.08 at $40.96 per barrel. 

 
                  
  
 

ZAMBIA, FRANCE TALK OPPORTUNITIES 

  

GOVERNMENT has called on French companies to tap into Zambia’s silver lining 

investment opportunities in economic sectors to produce more value-added products. 

Minister of Commerce, Trade and Industry Christopher Yaluma said like most economies in 

the world, Zambia has experienced a slowdown in economic activity due to coronavirus. 

To mitigate against its adverse impact, Mr Yaluma said Government has continued to 

LOCAL NEWS 
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implement positive and forward-looking economic and investment climate policies aimed at 

creating an enabling business environment for economic recovery and building 

entrepreneurship resilience. 

“Despite the challenges being caused by the pandemic, Zambia still presents a silver lining 

and remains open for investment and doing business with the world.” Mr. Yaluma said on 

Wednesday, 14th October 2020, during the Zambia – French Virtual Investment Forum. He 

commended the Zambian mission in France and the Movement of the Enterprises of France 

(MEDEF) international for organising the event and creating an opportunity to promote 

Zambian investment opportunities to the French business community.  Mr. Yaluma said 

Zambia has numerous untapped investment and business opportunities across all sectors’ and 

is signatory to the African Continental Free Trade Area (ACfTA) coming into effect next 

year.  

He assured the French business community and would-be investors that their investments in 

Zambia are safe and the business environment is conducive for private sector growth.  

“Zambia’s political situation remains favourable and democratic. You may wish to note that 

we will be going back to the polls next year and this political process should not make you 

feel indifferent about investing in any of Zambia’s economic sectors. “he said.   

Zambia’s Ambassador to France Christine Kaseba Sata said “You can rest assured that you 

will be safe from this disease as the Government has put in place stringent public health 

standards and operating procedures for use by the private sector.   “For us in Zambia, we 

consider the private sector to be the engine of economic growth.  We are desirous to see more 

French footprints establish their presence in Zambia and participate in our economic 

development agenda and at the same time make good returns for their businesses.” She 

added. Source: Daily Mail 

DEPENDENCE ON IMPORTS PUTTING PRESSURE ON KWACHA’ 

  

https://enews.daily-mail.co.zm/welcome/home
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ZAMBIA’s dependence on imports and the continued debt servicing are exerting pressure on 

the local unit and inflationary levels, says Absa Bank Zambia Plc. 

Head of global marketing Stanley Tamele said financial players have noted considerable 

weakening of the exchange rate from K14 early this year to the current K20 to the United 

States (US) dollar. 

 

“The Kwacha has significantly depreciated against the US dollar and the South African rand, 

which is our biggest trading partner. Some of the drivers that have affected currency 

movements include demand from energy [importation of fuel] and agriculture sector. 

“The trade services have to be made in dollar using Kwacha receivables, and with the 

weakening currency, more Kwacha has to be made to buy dollars to import the goods,” Mr 

Tamele said during the two-day Absa Bank data master class held for journalists. 

He said large suppliers of foreign exchange in the market are mining companies, accounting 

for 70 percent but have reduced due to Government’s directives for mines to pay their 

statutory obligations in US dollars.  Mr. Tamele said the country is experiencing high 

inflation of 15.7 percent against the target range of six to eight percent, driven by the 

exchange rate because Zambia is an import country. Source: Daily Mail  

 

COMMODITY PRICES TO CONTINUE GOING UP ON BACK OF KWACHA SLIDE 
 

 
 

 Household commodity prices are expected to continue going up if nothing is done urgently 

due to the elevated levels of the Kwacha depreciation which has now crossed the K20 per 1 

US dollar mark. 

The Kwacha slide has a telling effect on the Zambian economy and overall prices of goods 

and services due to imported inflation. And with the added pressure of servicing the Euro 

bond whose bond holders are reported to be reluctant to suspend debt servicing despite the 

Covid 19 pandemic effect, it looks like the downward trend for the economy may continue. 
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Speaking in an exclusive interview with Zambian Business Times – ZBT, Association of 

Microfinance Institutions of Zambia (AMIZ) Executive Director Webster Mate, stated that 

the situation looks pretty grim and that inflation may continue to rise as the demand for the 

dollar is exceeding the supply. 

“When you look at what is happening on the financial markets, the demand for dollars is 

more than the supply, of course once in a while the central bank will whenever they are able 

to land some dollars, they are able to push that into the market to try and stabilize things. But 

given our situation right now, especially the debt burden, the outlook is looking very grim 

and the report from the bondholders is not helping the situation. So pressure is likely to 

mount on the kwacha, interest rates and prices of goods and services”, he told ZBT... follow 

link to read full article https://zambianbusinesstimes.com/commodity-prices-to.../ 
 
PRIORITIZE HEALTH SPENDING - IMF 

 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) latest World Economic outlook has urged emerging 

markets and developing economies to prioritise critical spending for health and transfers to 

the poor to ensure sustained economic recovery.  The IMF has also projected that the Sub-

Sahara African economy would rebound by 3.1 while the global economy would record 5.1 

percent growth from this year’s -3 and -4.4 percent respectively. 

 

The report observes that a considerable global fiscal support of close to $12 trillion and the 

extensive rate cuts, liquidity injections, and asset purchases by central banks helped save 

lives and livelihoods as well as prevented a financial catastrophe during the COVID-19 

pandemic.  “There is still much that needs to be done to ensure a sustained recovery. Firstly, 

grater international collaboration is needed to end this health crisis.” The IMF stated.   It 

however, noted that tremendous progress was being made in developing tests, treatments and 

vaccines, but only if countries work closely together for high production and widespread 

distribution to all parts of the world.  

 

“We estimate that if medical solutions can be made available faster and more widely, relative 

to our baseline, it could lead to a cumulative increase in global income of almost $9 trillion 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fzambianbusinesstimes.com%2Fcommodity-prices-to-continue-going-up-on-back-of-kwacha-slide%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1idn75SJB2v2Y9bimnmlCPuMm5NZnaYniUqijk0L3lw2r20qdkX0VPROw&h=AT31sNsqy7cJrDSyffHvz-bvI-mdJAN3gy_YsU7xoa3CEHAvywmYGCrTHjJ2oACEo6GHcIDBNSnsHk2vGnShVpslnYdpeMJGhRjtqV9KlYzffsCc-7xkKomnrLm7iIluul4&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3lOGBLd63dV7q3D2nFYhVV5-pJEyTJ92bXoNXoRiDBF6Ipt3DdljsFb00sbkUfLOZHA4oZF-UsSAfXZVrWEu6ujLrF-C6FaVTN4CTzIuV0-aCO8njWuvPxjqIx7j608Wn19WQ7bP-pp_SoRjIrfOrCUR0R4eRugifgeidg7EtriNtLZuAVzjMe-uNSPpyAkdhAcpFD5bqIKy2j7mOQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fzambianbusinesstimes.com%2Fcommodity-prices-to-continue-going-up-on-back-of-kwacha-slide%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3BZTu3ZZLtK_NwFMAVcC3Mez1Be0RC_Wvmzy866wYgG59PjJkSFF_1Xoc&h=AT1n-f5MCnnJqtf7UK6G8_5TYuK7FoLFAOIK1SFiqQp81peQiFl-zuLXV7NsW_K4cn5XUSmfPVqEFTYwMyPsMMznyU9kS7ZxM4Pfyu95DOIvpnifN_hFX768ssTTBm95H8o&__tn__=H-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3lOGBLd63dV7q3D2nFYhVV5-pJEyTJ92bXoNXoRiDBF6Ipt3DdljsFb00sbkUfLOZHA4oZF-UsSAfXZVrWEu6ujLrF-C6FaVTN4CTzIuV0-aCO8njWuvPxjqIx7j608Wn19WQ7bP-pp_SoRjIrfOrCUR0R4eRugifgeidg7EtriNtLZuAVzjMe-uNSPpyAkdhAcpFD5bqIKy2j7mOQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fzambianbusinesstimes.com%2Fcommodity-prices-to-continue-going-up-on-back-of-kwacha-slide%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3BZTu3ZZLtK_NwFMAVcC3Mez1Be0RC_Wvmzy866wYgG59PjJkSFF_1Xoc&h=AT1n-f5MCnnJqtf7UK6G8_5TYuK7FoLFAOIK1SFiqQp81peQiFl-zuLXV7NsW_K4cn5XUSmfPVqEFTYwMyPsMMznyU9kS7ZxM4Pfyu95DOIvpnifN_hFX768ssTTBm95H8o&__tn__=H-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3lOGBLd63dV7q3D2nFYhVV5-pJEyTJ92bXoNXoRiDBF6Ipt3DdljsFb00sbkUfLOZHA4oZF-UsSAfXZVrWEu6ujLrF-C6FaVTN4CTzIuV0-aCO8njWuvPxjqIx7j608Wn19WQ7bP-pp_SoRjIrfOrCUR0R4eRugifgeidg7EtriNtLZuAVzjMe-uNSPpyAkdhAcpFD5bqIKy2j7mOQ
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by the end of 2025, raising incomes in all countries and reducing income divergence” read 

part of the report.  The report indicated that policies had to aggressively focus on limiting 

persistent economic damage from the crisis.  It stated that governments should continue to 

provide income support through well targeted cash transfers, wage subsidies, and 

unemployment insurance.  To prevent large scale bankruptcies and ensure workers can return 

to productive jobs, the IMF stated that vulnerable but viable firms should continue to receive 

support wherever possible through tax deferrals, moratorium on debt service, and equity-like 

injections. 

 

Emerging market and developing economies have to manage this crisis with fewer resources, 

as many are constrained by elevated debt and higher borrowing costs.  The IMF indicated 

such economies would need to priotise critical spending for health and transfers to the poor 

and ensure maximum efficiency.  “They will also need continued support in the form of 

international grants and concessional financing, and debt relief in some cases.  Where debt is 

unsustainable, it should be restructured sooner than later to free up finances to deal with this 

crisis.” It stated.  Source: Times of Zambia 
 
 

 

GCC CLOUD MARKET EXPECTED TO HIT $2.3BN BY 2024, DUBAI OUTSOURCE CITY REVEALS 

 

Countries in the GCC are witnessing accelerated cloud adoption, aided by ongoing 

investment by cloud providers and the continued need for remote working arrangements, the 

International Data Corporation (IDC) revealed during a Dubai Outsource City event. The 

GCC public cloud market is expected to more than double in value by 2024, growing from 

$956 million this year to $2.35 billion at a cumulative annual growth rate (CAGR) of 25 per 

cent. 

The findings were revealed at a recent panel discussion hosted by Dubai Outsource City, a 

business community supporting local and international outsourcing companies, which 

discussed the state of cloud adoption and data centre management in the region. The session 

was moderated by Harish Dunakhe, Research Director (Middle East, Turkey & Africa for 
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Software and Cloud) of the IDC, with Santiago Freitas, Head of Technology for the Middle 

East and Africa, Amazon Web Services (AWS); Tanya Koval, Head of Enterprise 

Architecture, Infrastructure & Workplace, First Arab Bank (FAB); and Aleksander 

Andrijenko, Head of Infrastructure, DA-Desk forming the panel. 

Chief among the findings was that although enterprise spending on information technology 

has remained subdued in general, several sub-markets within the sector have witnessed strong 

growth. This trend was particularly highlighted in the Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as 

a Service, and Software as a Service segments, in which spending has grown by 32.7 per 

cent, 32 per cent and 24.1 per cent respectively. Ammar Al Malik, Managing Director, Dubai 

Outsource City, said: "During these exceptional times – when the vast majority of workers 

are collaborating across vast spaces, distances and time zones – cloud technologies become 

an unprecedented necessity. By leveraging these efficiencies, we are able to greatly simplify 

and smoothen workflows and processes, while also contributing to Dubai’s vision to become 

one of the smartest, most future-ready cities in the world." 

Cloud adoption in the region is "seeing strong demand, driven by the diversification to non-

oil economies, young and dynamic populations that are digital natives, an active startup 

community, and a drive to digitise across several industries," Santiago Freitas said. He also 

noted that the shift to cloud is aided by significant cost advantages. By eliminating the need 

to make upfront investments on physical infrastructure, and the speed of accessing servers, 

cloud computing enables businesses to go from idea to execution much quicker. For startups 

and entrepreneurs, cloud "democratises access to technology, so that anyone with an idea and 

a credit card can gain access to the same technology that another large corporation can," he 

added. From an employer’s point of view, "cloud is a major disruptor in terms of how 

organisations are structured, blurring the lines between different operational departments in 

an organisation," said Koval. "It allows more room for career growth and flexibility, with 

employees being offered a wider field of opportunity to build different skills at different 

stages of their careers. It’s also enabling more cohesive and collaborative conversations 

between business leaders and IT teams." 

For Andrijenko, the power of cloud can be seen in its ability to "turn big data into informed 

business decisions". By leveraging the wealth of digital insights generated by greater data 

processing systems, companies can create strategies to drive themselves forward, increase 

commercial gains and expand their bottom line. The IDC also found that 53 per cent of Chief 

Information Officers in the region are aiming to accelerate their existing digital 

transformation efforts to meet customer and business needs, whereas only 23 per cent plan to 

slow down or stall these initiatives to focus on core IT tasks. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is 

forecast to spend the highest on enterprise IT in the GCC region this year, at $5.8 billion, 

followed by the UAE in second with $5.3 billion. Dubai Outsource City regularly brings 

together key industry voices to share knowledge and insight on the rapidly evolving 

outsourcing landscape, and will be hosting another digital panel discussion soon. 

Source: Reuters  
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EMIRATES DELIVERS COMPLETES ONE YEAR OF DELIVERING HAPPINESS 

 

Emirates Delivers, the e-commerce delivery platform developed by Emirates SkyCargo 

has successfully completed its first year of operations delivering many a smile and cheer to 

its customers in the UAE. A fast, reliable and cost-effective international e-commerce 

shipping solution, Emirates Delivers has been well received in the market. 

Emirates Delivers is targeted both at individual customers as well as small businesses in the 

UAE who regularly shop online at international e-commerce websites for their personal or 

business needs. The service, currently available for UAE residents shopping from websites in 

the US, helps customers save on shipping and transportation charges by allowing them to 

consolidate purchases from multiple online retailers in the US into a single package and have 

it delivered to a home or office address in the UAE. Emirates Delivers offers free registration, 

a complimentary Emirates Delivers US shipping address that customers can use when 

shopping on US websites and 30 days’ free storage at the shipping address. 

To mark its first anniversary, Emirates Delivers is offering all its members an automatic 15% 

discount on shipping charges for all shipping orders received between 15 and 30 October 

2020. There is no limit on the number of times that a member can make use of this discount 

during the specified time period.  Customers have Emirates Delivers to shop for and transport 

a wide range of goods for themselves and their homes. Clothing for men, women and 

children, tended to be the most popular item that customers shopped for and requested from 

the US. Other items that customers transported with Emirates Delivers included cosmetics, 

toys and games, books, footwear and accessories as well as vitamins and health supplements. 
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In a year when a majority of people were forced to remain indoors for their safety and well-

being during the COVID-19 pandemic, Emirates Delivers helped provide a vital connection 

for international shoppers in the UAE. Despite suspension of international passenger flights, 

Emirates Sky Cargo continued to operate cargo flights to and from the US and was able to 

transport customers’ shopping from the US to the UAE. Emirates Delivers witnessed an 

increase in its membership base during this period. Source: BBC News 

GOOGLE LAUNCHES PROGRAM TO ACCELERATE ECONOMIC RECOVERY IN MENA 

 

Google pledges to mentor local businesses and help them grow online in the UAE, especially 

those in retail and tourism. Google announced today ‘Grow Stronger with Google’, a new 

program to accelerate the MENA region’s economic recovery through digital transformation, 

by offering digital tools, training, and financial grants to support local businesses and job 

seekers. In the UAE, the program will focus on supporting local businesses in retail and 

tourism. 

 Online tools have been a life-line for many during the pandemic. Making the most of the 

online opportunity can help people, businesses, and communities in the UAE and in the wider 

region bounce back stronger. “Through our program, we will help people learn new skills and 

find jobs, and help businesses grow online, especially those in the retail and tourism sectors 

that have been most affected. We remain fundamentally optimistic about the future of this 

region, and confident that working together with local partners, we can boost recovery and 

build on the rapid acceleration of tech adoption we’ve seen during the crisis.” 

 

 

 

The ‘Grow Stronger with Google’ program in the UAE includes: 

 Digital skills & cloud training 
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 Mentorship of businesses 

 Digitizing local businesses in the UAE 

For more information about Grow Stronger with Google please visit grow. 

Google/intel/Mena Canonical Link: https://www.communicateonline.me/digital/google-

launches-program-to-accelerate-economic-recovery-in-mena 

 

COMPETITION HEATS UP IN CHINA'S 5G DEVICE MARKET AS APPLE ENTERS FRAY 

 

Competition in China's high-end smartphone market is set to intensify with the arrival of the 

5G-enabled iPhone 12 from Apple Inc, as domestic companies may unveil more feature-

packed models to attract consumers, experts said. Though the US tech giant has been a 

relatively late entrant in the 5G-enabled phone market, some tech-savvy Chinese consumers 

may upgrade to the new iPhones, which enable data flow at faster speeds and offer smoother 

experiences to gaming enthusiasts and those watching streaming videos, they said. 

"The new iPhones will increase the share of high-end phones in the overall smartphone 

market," said Wang Xi, research manager of global market consultancy IDC. According to 

Wang, some existing Apple users may upgrade to the new iPhone 12 series, which has prices 

ranging from $699 to $1,099. IDC estimates that about 240 million 5G-enabled smartphones 

would be shipped this year, with the Chinese market alone accounting for more than 160 

million units, or 67.7 percent of the total. C.K. Lu, a senior research director with market 

consulting firm Gartner, however, said that the iPhone, a latecomer to the 5G technology, still 

does not pack enough punch to attract Android users. Lu said 5G connectivity has already 

https://www.communicateonline.me/digital/google-launches-program-to-accelerate-economic-recovery-in-mena
https://www.communicateonline.me/digital/google-launches-program-to-accelerate-economic-recovery-in-mena
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become the standard configuration for several Chinese mobile phone makers, and said 

Apple's launch comes after companies like Huawei, Samsung, Oppo, Vivo and Xiaomi rolled 

out their handsets. 

Data from the China Academy of Information and Communications Technology, a 

government think tank, showed that China's mobile phone shipments stood at 23.33 million 

units in September, down 35.6 percent on a yearly basis. The shipment of 5G mobile phones 

in China amounted to 108 million units during the first nine months of this year, accounting 

for 47.7 percent of the country's overall smartphone shipments. In addition, a total of 359 

models were introduced in the market from January to September, of which 167 were 5G 

models. Nicole Peng, vice-president of mobility at market research company Canalys, said 

the iPhone 12 will trigger a new wave of phone replacements for Apple in China before the 

end of the year and in the first quarter of next year. Canalys expects 50 percent of the Chinese 

phone owners to be using a 5G device by the end of this year, as telecom carriers and phone 

brands have made tremendous efforts to push the adoption. 

"It is expected that by 2021, nearly 60 percent of the 5G smartphones in China will be 

cheaper than $400, while 5G penetration in China will reach 83 percent in the next 12 

months," said Jin Shengtao, an analyst at Canalys. Global smartphone shipments decreased 

by 16 percent on a yearly basis during the second quarter of this year, according to 

IDC.Huawei became the biggest smartphone player in the world during the second quarter of 

the year, a major milestone for Chinese smartphone makers. The Chinese vendor shipped 

55.8 million devices worldwide, accounting for 20 percent of the market share in the second 

quarter, while Apple shipped 37.6 million iPhones between April and June, which placed the 

company in third position with a 13.5 percent market share. Source: Chinadaily 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

INFORMATION UPDATE  

 

Members are encouraged to provide, updated contact details as well as email addresses, to 

which all correspondence should be sent to. This will help the secretariat to efficiently serve 

you, as there will be no gaps in communication. Kindly forward updated contacts / email 

addresses to secretariat@kitwechamber.com. 

 

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION 

 

Kindly note that membership subscriptions for January to December 2020 are due for payment. 

Please make arrangements to subscribe to be paid - up members of the Chamber. For any 

clarifications contact the secretariat.  

mailto:secretariat@kitwechamber.com

